
Dear Emmett, 

Downing Colihege 
Cambridge 

30 - ix- 65 

Many,t thanks t·or the reviews or Georgiev and Morpurgo 
just arrived - also from Astrom - though~ I had had that before . 
I think you have done a good job on G. , though personally I 
should not have been able to resist saying what I meant with 
less circumlocution and discretion. What I fear is that this 
will not in the least deter the authors of other hypoiteses, 
who will continue to subject us to their interpretations, as 
if n J thing had ever been written on the way interpretations 
have to be made to stand up. 

I think I showed you some stuff from a Miss Gwynn in Lofulon, 
mainly on Ph.Disk. She now tells me that having he~rd of M~ 
Ridley's claim to have found a Linear A inscription in India, 
she went to Bournemouth and interviewed him. He was quite 
willing to talk, but had only two photographs or the document, 
both of whctcth were ''being examined by some university." Thus 
she heard nothing but his opinions. I (but not apparently Miss 
Gwynn) :find this extremely suspicious - when conf'ronted by son.e 
one vho knows what Linear~ooks like, he cannot produce a single 
s1gn to justiTy his hypothesis. But then, as you Rnow, I nave 
a very nasty suspicbus mind... (Also an inability to spell 
in front of a typewriter). 

There is nothing very fresh to report. JPO continues to 
propose joins, and we '11 give you a list at least when they 
are confirmed. He has a scheme :for new photos or KN tablets 
f'or publication in the CIM. I am tryigg to tap Gulbenkian 
resources f'or this, as I think I told you. How much do you 
reckon it will cost to publish the Pylos text volume? I.e. 
how large a subsidy should we think or when asking f'or support? 

Blegen has replied to my query about Platon's attempt to 
raise the date of' Pylos. He is quite f'irm, and I have no hesi t
a tion in dismissing this as another thing that won't work, 
Reoccupation is out o:f fasijion this year. 

We are still having trouble with the Proceedings - LRP made 
a shocking mess of the editing; we have just discovered that he 
cut Marinatos's article by more than a third - whether with M's 
consent or not we don't know. LRP is also having 2nd thoughts 
about the Composite volume 01 Studies I -X. 

-- ~ - ----------' ------------======.:=======--------~~-~--~--



It's not often the BBC makes me laugh, but the following 
(if not already known to you) may be worth passing on: 

There was an old man of Nantucket 
Who kept all his wealth in a bucket; 

But his daughter, named Nan, 
Ran off with a man, 

And as ror the bucket, Nantucket. 

Bye for now, 

~First fold here__., 
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